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Question: Can a human being do anything to make their life more valuable?   
• Is “Worth” something that can be developed? 

Valentine’s Day: “This is my significant other!” 

• This is a person more valuable to me than others… 

• This is very common human phrasing and perspective…  

Let’s compare this common perspective to what the Bible teaches… 

The Bible teaches that all Life is from God.  
• Adam became a living being by the breath of God… 

(Vs) Gen. 2:7 – “Then the Lord God formed the man of dust from the ground and breathed into 
his nostrils the breath of life, and the man became a living creature.” 

•  The Bible goes on to say that if God were to withdraw His breath from humans, they 
would perish… 

(Vs) Job 34:14-15 – “If He should set His heart to it and gather to Himself His spirit and His 
breath, all flesh would perish together, and man would return to dust.” 

“The value and dignity of human life is derived from God the Creator and is rooted in 
the fact that all humans have been created in God’s image.”  

• This is speaking to what the Bible describes as a person’s “Intrinsic Value.”  

• Def: Intrinsic – “Belonging naturally; essential.”  

• Therefore an Intrinsic Value – A Value that resides within, naturally – An “Essence”  

“COME AND SEE: GRATEFUL TO BE 
VALUED” 

Date: February 17, 2019 
Speaker: Pastor Danny Clinton 
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• Definition: Essence – “The most significant element, quality, or aspect of a thing or 
person.”  

(Vs) Romans 5:8 – “But God shows His love for us in that while we were still sinners, Christ died 
for us.” 

• Note: The Bible clearly tells us that we are all God’s creations with equal dignity and 
value, even if we don’t believe that God exists at all. 

• On the other hand, … When the World speaks, it speaks primarily to someone’s 
Existence.  

• Def: Existence – “Reality as presented in Experience.”  

This is because the World claims that Existence comes before Essence.  
• That is, first you exist and then, by existing, you create your essence. You make your 

essence by freely choosing to be what you will be. There is no essence outside you to 
pursue or conform to. Call it “God” or “meaning” or “purpose”—it is not there until you 
create it by your own courageous existence. 

This way of thinking is what is known as “Existentialism.”  
• It’s a very seductive way of viewing the world. 

- “As long it’s not hurting anybody it’s okay” 

- “Whatever is permissible is passable?” 

- “Each should discover the truth within themselves” 

But it’s actually very dangerous. Allow me to show you why… 
• Conversation Candy Hearts have been around since 1866  

• Question: Do you think it’s the Sugar or the Statements that bring more Worth, and so 
have kept these little candies around for 153 Years?  

• I would argue that it’s the not the Sugar but the Statements that bring the higher value. 

When we instead choose to put Experience or Existence before Essence…  
• We are missing the highest Value. 
• We are saying that we are God, and that we make all the calls. 

(Vs) Psalm 14:1a – The fool says in his heart, “There is no God.” 

(Vs) John 14:6 – Jesus said to him, “I am the way, and the truth, and the life. No one comes to the 
Father except through me.” 
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“How many times can a man look up and not see the sky? There is a sky up there to 
be seen. You may look up ten thousand times and say you don’t see it. But that has 

absolutely no effect on its objective existence. It is there. And one day you will see it. 
How many times must you look up before you see it? There is an answer. The 

answer, the answer, my friend, is not yours to invent or create. It will be decided for 
you. It is outside you. It is real and objective and firm. One day you will hear it. You 
don’t create it. You don’t define it. It comes to you, and sooner or later you conform 

to it—or bow to it.” – John Piper 

Now, look again at the earlier question…Can a human being do anything to make 
their life more valuable?   
• Is worth something that can be developed? 
• According to God… The Answer is No… 
• We can all learn to grow our character, influence, wealth, knowledge, etc., but… “We 

cannot grow our Intrinsic Value because our Essence is from He who made us.”  
• Love at its deepest expression is the recognition of this truth! 

When we choose to follow ourselves instead of God, we eventually view life through 
the lens of an Existentialist…   
• And so, can tend to value people based on what we have or have not experienced of 

and from them.  

When a Person’s value is based on only Experience… 
• Racists rally because they believe their skin color makes them more valuable than other 

human beings. They and other groups vandalize, injure, and murder because they’ve 
dehumanized other people because of their skin color or because of what they 
believe… 

• The child, Charlie Gard in England, was denied possible life-saving medical treatment 
because the government determined his life wasn’t worth living because “It lacked 
certain qualities, deemed essential for his life to have value worth living.” 

• Iceland is currently “eradicating Down syndrome.” But of course, they’re not eradicating 
the condition; they’re eradicating the unborn children with the condition. 

• Tragically, a few years ago, gay men and women were shot down in a nightclub because 
someone concluded their behavior invalidated their human value. 

In contrast, all throughout Scripture, God has made undeniable statements about 
His love for you…  

(Vs) Jeremiah 31:3b – “I have loved you with an everlasting love; therefore, I have continued my 
faithfulness to you.” 
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 S (Vs) Isaiah 41:10 – “Fear not, for I am with you; be not dismayed, for I am your God; I will 

strengthen you, I will help you, I will uphold you with my righteous right hand.” 

All of this has one grand purpose…  
• To cause us to live “Alive to Life!”  

(Vs) Eph. 5:14 – "Awake, O sleeper, and arise from the dead, and Christ will shine on you." 

“God is there! God’s not in here, defined and shaped by my own desires. God is out 
there! Objective, absolute reality. There is creation and Creator, nothing more. And 

creation gets all its meaning and purpose from God.”   
– Francis Schaeffer 

I hope you can remember that no matter what you believe, according to God, you 
possess Intrinsic Value. 


